Two New Discrete-Time Neurodynamic Algorithms Applied to Online Future Matrix Inversion With Nonsingular or Sometimes-Singular Coefficient.
In this paper, a high-precision general discretization formula using six time instants is first proposed to approximate the first-order derivative. Then, such a formula is studied to discretize two continuous-time neurodynamic models, both of which are derived by applying the neurodynamic approaches based on neural networks (i.e., zeroing neurodynamics and gradient neurodynamics). Originating from the general six-instant discretization (6ID) formula, a specific 6ID formula is further presented. Subsequently, two new discrete-time neurodynamic algorithms, i.e., 6ID-type discrete-time zeroing neurodynamic (DTZN) algorithm and 6ID-type discrete-time gradient neurodynamic (DTGN) algorithm, are proposed and investigated for online future matrix inversion (OFMI). In addition to analyzing the usual nonsingular situation of the coefficient, this paper investigates the sometimes-singular situation of the coefficient for OFMI. Finally, two illustrative numerical examples, including an application to the inverse-kinematic control of a PUMA560 robot manipulator, are provided to show respective characteristics and advantages of the proposed 6ID-type DTZN and DTGN algorithms for OFMI in different situations, where the coefficient matrix to be inverted is always-nonsingular or sometimes-singular during time evolution.